To improve the quality and efficiency of hypergraph-based matrix partitioners, we investigate high-quality matchings in column intersection graphs of large sparse binary matrices. We show that such algorithms have a natural decomposition in an integer-weighted graph-matching function and a neighbor-finding function and study the performance of 16 combinations of these functions. We improve upon the original matching algorithm of the Mondriaan matrix partitioner: by using PGA', we improve the average matching quality from 95.3% to 97.4% of the optimum value; by using our new neighbor-finding heuristic, we obtain comparable quality and speedups of up to a factor of 19.6.
INTRODUCTION
In this article, we investigate efficient matching algorithms that can be used for highquality coarsening of hypergraphs to improve the performance and quality of matrix partitioners such as Mondriaan [Vastenhouw and Bisseling 2005] , PaToH , and Zoltan [Devine et al. 2006] . Internally, these matrix partitioners represent the matrix that is to be partitioned as a hypergraph. To partition this hypergraph, they use a multilevel coarsening strategy based on merging matched vertices, together with refinement during uncoarsening (e.g., [Kernighan and Lin 1970; Fiduccia and Mattheyses 1982] ). Generating a matching within the hypergraph for coarsening is a costly operation 1 and the quality of the matching has a direct influence on the quality of the partitioning, which is why we are interested in investigating this problem.
1 When partitioning the sparse matrix rhpentium from our test set into two parts with imbalance 0.03 for the row-net hypergraph model, the Mondriaan 3.11 hypergraph bipartitioner can spend as much as 91% of its time on generating matchings for the coarsening; the remaining 9% is then spent on coarsening and refinement.
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The presented algorithms can be viewed as methods to efficiently generate heavy graph matchings if the graph's weighted adjacency matrix can be factorized as A T A for a sparse binary matrix A. Even though maximum-weight graph matching can be solved in polynomial time [Edmonds 1965a [Edmonds , 1965b , the size of the matrices that need to be partitioned in practice precludes the use of exact solution methods.
An (undirected) weighted graph G is a triplet (V, E, ω) with vertices V , edges E (every e ∈ E is of the form e = {u, v} for u, v ∈ V with u = v), and edge weights ω(e) > 0 for all e ∈ E. We consider only integer edge weights, ω : E → Z >0 . The symmetric |V | × |V | matrix B with entries
is the weighted adjacency matrix of G.
A matching of G is a set M ⊆ E of edges that are mutually disjoint (i.e., for all d, e ∈ M, d ∩ e = ∅ → d = e). The weight of M is defined as the sum of the weights of all edges in the matching:
PROBLEM 1.1 (WGM). Let G = (V, E, ω) be a weighted graph with integer edge weights. We call finding a matching M of G with maximum weight G (M) the weighted graphmatching problem.
We say that a graph-matching algorithm is an α-approximation algorithm, for α ∈ [0, 1], if for every graph G the algorithm generates a matching M such that G (M) ≥ α G (M * ), where M * is a matching of G with the largest possible weight. We call an algorithm optimal or exact if it is a 1-approximation algorithm. There is a large number of exact and approximation algorithms available to solve WGM; for an overview, we refer the reader to Duan et al. [2011, Tables I-IV] .
We now turn to the primary problem that we want to solve: A T A-matching. Let A ∈ {0, 1} m×n be a binary matrix (i.e., with only zeros and ones as entries) with m rows and n columns. We consider only binary matrices because we are interested in partitioning the matrix nonzeros, which is only influenced by the row-column position of the nonzeros and not their numerical values. There is a direct correspondence between binary m× n matrices A and hypergraphs with n vertices and m nets (hyperedges), where each column of A corresponds to a vertex in the hypergraph, and each row of A corresponds to a net containing all vertices of which the corresponding column possesses a nonzero in that row. This is the row-net hypergraph model and we view A both as a matrix and as a hypergraph with respect to this model.
Denote the columns of A by a j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. We call two columns a j , a k ( j = k) neighbors if a j , a k > 0, where for arbitrary vectors x, y ∈ R n , we denote their inner product by x, y := n i=1 x i y i . A column matching of A is a collection M of unordered pairs of different column indices that are mutually disjoint and satisfy a j , a k > 0 for all { j, k} ∈ M. The weight of M is defined as the sum of these inner products:
Note that we have the following upper bound for A (M):
where nz(A) is the number of nonzero entries in A. The inner products from (1) are the origin of the name "A T A-matching," since
PROBLEM 1.2 (ATAM
so solving ATAM amounts to solving WGM in the graph with n vertices that has weighted adjacency matrix A T A with zeros along the diagonal. Such a graph is called the column intersection graph of the matrix A [Gebremedhin et al. 2005] .
Solving ATAM is essential for the coarsening step of matrix partitioning, which we will illustrate with a small example. The matrix partitioning problem for parallel sparse matrix-vector multiplication is finding the distribution of the nonzeros of a sparse matrix over a fixed number of processors such that, within a specified imbalance, each processor is assigned the same number of nonzeros, and the communication between different processors is minimized during the parallel sparse matrix-vector multiplication. This can be formulated as a hypergraph partitioning problem, where the quality of a partitioning is measured by the (λ − 1)-metric. Such a problem is NP hard and is therefore usually solved using multilevel heuristics.
For our example, we will assume that the matrix we wish to partition has already been converted to a hypergraph, represented by the binary matrix A via the row-net model.
PROBLEM 1.3 (HP). Let A ∈ {0, 1}
m×n be a matrix with column weights w j ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, k ∈ Z ≥2 the desired number of parts, and ≥ 0 the maximum permitted imbalance. The hypergraph partitioning problem is finding a partitioning of A's columns, that is, a surjective map : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , k}, such that all parts are -balanced:
and the communication volume as measured by the (λ − 1)-metric is minimal:
The column weight w j in the general hypergraph partitioning problem can in principle take any nonnegative value, not necessarily related to the column a j itself, but in many applications w j = nz(a j ). The communication volume is obtained by summing, for each row, the number of different parts to which nonzeros from this row belong minus one. This measures the number of data words that need to be communicated during a parallel sparse matrix-vector multiplication. We would like to refer the reader to Ç atalyürek and and Bisseling [2004] for an in-depth treatment of this problem. Because HP is NP hard, we use a multilevel heuristic, where we reduce the number of vertices of the hypergraph to obtain a problem that is easier to solve. During the coarsening phase, we want to coarsen a matrix A to a matrix A by merging columns, based on a column matching M of A. We merge every pair of columns a j and a k of A for which { j, k} ∈ M to a single column a l of A with weight w l = w j + w k :
This yields a matrix A with fewer columns and nonzeros than A.
During uncoarsening, for any partitioning of the coarser matrix A , we construct a partitioning of A by setting ( j) equal to (l), where l is the index of the column in A into which j has been merged. For such a choice of , we have that
is -balanced, then so is . After copying , this partitioning can be further refined by using, for example, the Kernighan-Lin heuristic [Kernighan and Lin 1970] . Coarsening recursively yields a multilevel heuristic to solve the hypergraph partitioning problem. To obtain a high-quality , it is therefore important to coarsen A to A such that the minimal CV A ( ) for a balanced partitioning 2 is as small as possible (this minimum depends on A and therefore on the coarsening we perform).
Consider, for example, the matrix A in Figure 1 , coarsened to A or A via the matchings M and M . The best (and only balanced) bipartitionings and of A and A map column 1 to one part and column 2 to the other. Note, however, that CV A ( ) = 4, while CV A ( ) = 1, which is much lower. This is due to the higher weight of M compared to M : A (M ) = 2 < 5 = A (M ). Because we merge columns that share many nonzeros together in M , we ensure a lower communication volume.
In general, the number of nonzeros we eliminate by merging a j and a k is precisely equal to the number of nonzeros that both columns share and hence is equal to the inner product a j , a k . Therefore, the number of nonzeros of A satisfies
Every eliminated nonzero is one less possibility of a nonzero causing communication in parallel sparse matrix-vector multiplication, leading to higher-quality partitionings of the coarsened matrix. Furthermore, elimination of all but one nonzero in a row allows for deleting that row from the partitioning problem, because it cannot cause communication.
Suppose every row of A contains at least one nonzero. If we would coarsen A until only two columns remain, keeping rows with a single nonzero in the matrix, then we reach the final m × 2 matrixÂ. We can partition this matrix trivially into k = 2 parts by (1) = 1 and (2) = 2, and then we have the relation
between the communication volume and the number of nonzeros. In practice, we stop coarsening earlier to enable a better tradeoff between load balance and communication. Thus, the ultimate goal is to minimize the number of nonzeros, but we perform only a limited number of coarsening steps, each time greedily minimizing the number of nonzeros for the next coarsening via Equation (4). Reducing the number of nonzeros decreases the expected communication volume for block partitionings in random sparse matrices as well. Consider a random sparse matrix A ∈ {0, 1} m×n , where a ij = 1 with a fixed probability 0 < d < 1, and a ij = 0 otherwise. Let k ∈ Z ≥2 be the desired number of parts, which we assume to divide n. We create a block partitioning of the columns of A into k parts by assigning columns 1, . . . , n k to part 1, columns
to part 2, and so on. This partitioning is expected to be balanced. The probability that there exists a nonzero a ij = 0 in row i
, independent of i. Therefore, in an analysis similar to Bisseling [2004, Section 4.7] , the expected number of different parts that contain nonzeros in a row i equals
which increases strictly as a function of E(nz( A)). For block partitionings of random sparse matrices, the expected communication volume can therefore be minimized by minimizing nz(A), which makes solving ATAM a good way to decrease the communication volume of these partitionings, via Equation (4). In summary, we can view the use of matching for coarsening as a relatively cheap heuristic that reduces the number of nonzeros in a row at every level of the coarsening, making it easier to keep the nonzeros of a row together in the initial partitioning at the coarsest level, or even guaranteeing this in case all nonzeros of the row were merged into one. This makes solving ATAM relevant for hypergraph partitioning.
An alternative, more aggressive approach to coarsening is agglomerative clustering, where more than two matrix columns are allowed to be merged into a cluster. In Ç atalyürek et al. [2012] , matching-based and agglomerative algorithms for clustering vertices in the coarsening phase of hypergraph partitioning are compared. The authors also present shared-memory parallel algorithms aimed at multicore architectures, parallelizing the coarsening phase of the sequential package PaToH . The authors view the matching as on-the-fly matching of an implicitly formed graph with adjacency matrix A T A − diag(A T A). They found that using a 1 2 -approximation matching algorithm on average gave a better quality than using greedy matching (without a quality guarantee), but that this comes at the expense of a considerable increase in computation time. Their numerical experiments also show that matching-based coarsening algorithms are faster than agglomerative algorithms, but that agglomerative algorithms catch up during initial partitioning (with fewer vertices) and uncoarsening (with fewer levels). The authors observed a lower communication volume for agglomerative algorithms. Our approach to coarsening is exclusively based on matching, and algorithms of a different nature such as agglomerative clustering fall outside the scope of the present study. 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WEIGHTED GRAPH MATCHING AND A T A-MATCHING
We now investigate the correspondence between the problems WGM and ATAM. In Figure 2 , we see an example of instances of WGM and ATAM with the same solution.
Let A ∈ {0, 1} m×n be an instance of ATAM. Construct the graph G = G(A) with vertices V = {1, . . . , n} and edges { j, k} ∈ E for all 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n with a j , a k > 0. We define the weight ω({ j, k}) to be equal to a j , a k . Then, G's weighted adjacency matrix is given by
Let M be a matching of G, and then M is also a column matching of A. Furthermore, by choice of
Here, δ { j,k}={ p,q} equals 1 if { j, k} = {p, q} and 0 otherwise. This permits us to use an algorithm that is capable of solving WGM to solve ATAM and vice versa, while preserving the objective function. It furthermore shows us that we can encounter any combination of integer weights in ATAM problems. We have proven the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.1. Let G = (V, E, ω) be an integer-weighted graph and B its weighted adjacency matrix. Then, there exists an A ∈ {0, 1} m×n with m = e∈E ω(e) and n = |V |, such that which both map to the same column intersection graph. Thus, A → G(A) is not a bijection. In particular, consider a sequence of graphs with n vertices and a single edge with weight n n : G n = ({1, . . . , n}, {{1, 2}}, ω n ) with ω n ({1, 2}) = n n . Then, translating this to ATAM gives us matrices A(G n ) with n columns and n n rows, requiring superexponential storage.
The maps A → G(A) and G → A(G)

BUILDING BLOCKS OF THE A T A-MATCHING ALGORITHM
As shown by Edmonds [1965a Edmonds [ , 1965b , by using linear programming duality, WGM can be solved optimally in polynomial time. Hence, ATAM can also be solved optimally in polynomial time: we can calculate the symmetric matrix A T A in O(n 2 m) time and run Edmonds' algorithm on the weighted graph represented by this matrix. With Gabow and Tarjan's version of Edmonds' algorithm for bounded integer edge weights [Gabow and Tarjan 1991, Theorem 10 .1], an optimal matching can be found in O( n α(n 2 , n) log(n) n 2 log(nm)) time 3 and O(n 2 ) space. However, this strategy is infeasible in practice: for current sparse problems, values as m, n ∼ 10 6 are common [Davis and Hu 2011] . Therefore, even storing the matrix A T A is problematic (it is often much less sparse than the matrix A), as is keeping track of dual variables associated with all of G(A)'s edges to solve ATAM optimally. In fact, should A possess a single dense row (almost-dense rows occur often in practice, see, e.g., the matrix rhpentium), then all columns of A have a mutual inner product of at least one. Viewed as a WGM problem, this means that we need to perform matching on a weighted clique graph, making exact matching algorithms very slow.
Apart from this problem, Lemma 2.1 shows us that A T A-factorization does not impose any constraints on the integer edge weights that we can encounter, so we cannot exploit the fact that we can write G's weighted adjacency matrix as A T A if we were to view this purely as a graph-matching algorithm. This motivates us to separate the ATAM algorithm into two building blocks:
(1) A known graph-matching algorithm to solve WGM (e.g., one of the algorithms listed in Duan et al. [2011] ), where we incrementally build the graph G(A) for which we generate the matching as the algorithm progresses. We refer to this algorithm as the graph-matching function of the ATAM algorithm. (2) An algorithm that finds unmatched neighbors of a column in A and that calculates or approximates the inner products with these neighbors. We refer to this algorithm as the neighbor-finding function of the ATAM algorithm.
Due to Lemma 2.1, it is in the second part that we expect to be able to improve the ATAM algorithm's performance.
MONDRIAAN'S A T A-MATCHING ALGORITHM
The matching algorithm used in the Mondriaan software package (a similar algorithm is also available in PaToH and Zoltan) is described by Algorithm 1. It considers each column j of a given matrix A ∈ {0, 1} m×n one by one and, should j not yet be matched, finds a neighbor column k = j that is not yet matched, such that the inner product a j , a k is as large as possible, and then matches j to k.
For convenience, we define for row 1 ≤ i ≤ m in our matrix A the set of nonzero column indices as
and for 1 ≤ j ≤ n the set of nonzero row indices in column j as
Let nz = nz(A) denote the number of nonzeros of A, and nz r (nz c ) the maximum number of nonzeros in all rows (columns) of A. Furthermore, instead of considering a matching as a collection M of pairs { j, k} of column indices, we describe M in terms of a map μ : {1, 2, . . . , n} → {1, 2, . . . , n} such that { j, k} ∈ M if and only if j = k, μ[ j] = k, and ALGORITHM 1: ATAM algorithm used in Mondriaan 3.11. Data: Matrix A ∈ {0, 1} m×n . Result: Column matching μ of A.
Remove columns j and k from A;
= j to indicate that j is unmatched and always start with an empty matching where all vertices are unmatched.
The best unmatched neighbor of an unmatched column j of A is determined as follows. We start with an array S containing the inner product of column j with all other columns k of A, initialized to 0. Then, we traverse all rows i ∈ I j , where for each column k ∈ J i , we increment the value S[k] in the inner product array. If we encounter a new column for the first time, it is added to a visited list V (as not all columns are necessarily neighbors of j). This will result in the inner product array containing the values a j , a k for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n and a visited list containing all column indices k for which a j , a k > 0. Then, from all visited columns, we select the one having the highest inner product with j and match j to this column.
Algorithm 1 requires O(n nz c nz r ) time and O(n) storage. It is possible for the matrix A to possess (nearly) dense rows, in which case Algorithm 1 takes a lot of time because each unmatched column j considers all other unmatched columns k as matching candidates.
A second issue is that Algorithm 1 provides solutions to ATAM that can be arbitrarily bad. Consider the matrix A ∈ {0, 1} 2 (k−1)×3 with a i1 = 1 if i ≤ k and a ij = 1 for j = 2, 3 if i ≥ k, and 0 otherwise. For k = 4, this gives
Note that the columns of A are ordered by decreasing number of nonzeros (which is beneficial; see Section 7). Still, Algorithm 1 yields a matching {{1, 2}} with weight 1, instead of the optimal solution {{2, 3}} with weight k − 1. Therefore, Algorithm 1 is not a 1 k -approximation algorithm for ATAM, for every k ≥ 1.
GRAPH-MATCHING FUNCTIONS
To improve Algorithm 1, we will separate it into the graph-matching and neighborfinding functions mentioned before. The graph-matching function of Algorithm 1 visits the vertices of G(A) in order, adding the heaviest edge originating from the current vertex to the matching; we call this function Greedy (Algorithm 2). We consider three other graph-matching algorithms, apart from Greedy, to improve solution quality.
ALGORITHM 2: Greedy matching algorithm as used by Algorithm 1.
Data:
Matrix A ∈ {0, 1} m×n and a function FindHeavyUnmatchedNeighbors(). Result: Column matching μ of A.
The neighbor-finding function of Algorithm 1 is described by Mondriaan, Algorithm 3. We denote this function by FindHeavyUnmatchedNeighbors and consider three other implementations, apart from Mondriaan, to improve performance.
In general, the function FindHeavyUnmatchedNeighbors( j, μ, V , S) determines a collection of columns V ⊆ {1, . . . , n} \ { j} that are heavy (i.e., having large inner product with a j ) unmatched neighbors of j. It also calculates a collection of scores 
m×n , column index j, matching μ, empty set of neighbors V , and an array of scores S, set to zero. Result: A set of unmatched neighbors V of j, together with their scores S.
We indicate which combination of graph-matching and neighbor-finding algorithms we are using to solve ATAM by the notation Matching-Neighbor_finding. Mondriaan 3.11's ATAM algorithm, Algorithm 1, is thus described by Greedy-Mondriaan.
The quality of the matching can be improved by replacing Greedy by an algorithm that has a matching-quality guarantee. For this article, we focus on three such algorithms, which are all compatible with large matrices A in the sense that we do not have to keep track of variables associated with all edges of the graph G(A).
The first of these algorithms is the Path Growing Algorithm (PGA), a 1 2 -approximation algorithm introduced in Drake and Hougardy [2003c] and further refined in Drake and Hougardy [2003b] to PGA'. The second 1 2 -approximation algorithm is the Global Paths Algorithm (GPA) introduced in Maue and Sanders [2007] and the third algorithm is the Random Order Augmentation Matching Algorithm (ROMA) from Maue and Sanders [2007] , which is based on the ( 2 3 − )-approximation algorithm from Pettie and Sanders [2004] , which in turn was based on Drake and Hougardy [2003a] .
The usual assumption for WGM that we have direct access to all edges or vertex neighbors and all edge weights does not hold for ATAM, which causes problems for matching algorithms that rely on this assumption. For example, Preis' 1 2 -approximation algorithm based on locally dominant edges [Preis 1999 ] is not suitable for ATAM, because it is necessary to maintain flags for all edges in G(A).
Let G = (V, E, ω) be the column intersection graph G(A) for a matrix A. The PGA' algorithm works by constructing a path P ⊆ G as follows. Initially, P consists of a single vertex v 1 ∈ V . For the last vertex v i added to P we find the edge {v i , v i+1 } ∈ E such that v i+1 is unmatched and not in P and ω({v i , v i+1 }) is maximal, and extend P along this edge. This is done until the path P cannot be extended further. The original PGA algorithm would then add either all odd-numbered or all even-numbered edges in the path P to M, whichever has the highest total weight. The PGA' algorithm adds a maximum matching on P (constructed using dynamic programming) to M, which is what we do as well. Such a path is constructed for each unmatched vertex in G. For our implementation, we find the heaviest edge originating from a vertex using FindHeavyUnmatchedNeighbors(), flagging vertices that are already in the path P using μ. We furthermore choose the starting vertices v 1 in order of decreasing number of nonzeros in the corresponding columns of the matrix A; see Section 7. We denote this algorithm by PGA.
The GPA algorithm constructs disjoint paths and even cycles by adding all edges e ∈ E of the graph in order of decreasing ω(e), and it uses each edge to either start a path, lengthen a path, or close an existing path to an even cycle (in all other cases the edge is discarded). Then maximum matchings are generated for each path and cycle using dynamic programming. Because it is infeasible for large matrices A to order all edges in G(A) by weight, we look at columns j = 1, 2, . . . , n of A and select the neighbor k of j with the highest score determined by FindHeavyUnmatchedNeighbors() for which the edge {k, j} can be added to the paths constructed thus far by the algorithm. This has an adverse effect on the quality of GPA's matchings. As done in Maue and Sanders [2007] , we perform three GPA rounds and afterward sequentially match all unmatched columns to obtain a maximal matching. We denote this algorithm by GPA. In Holtgrewe et al. [2010] , it is shown that using GPA yields better-quality graph partitionings than local greedy matching algorithms that do not offer any quality guarantees.
The ROMA algorithm visits all vertices v in V in a random order and finds the highest-gain 2-augmentation centered at v. If this 2-augmentation has positive gain, it is used to increase the weight of the matching. An augmentation with respect to a matching M of G is an alternating (successive edges belong to M and E \ M) path or cycle P ⊆ E such that (M \ P) ∪ (P \ M) is a matching, and its gain is defined as
. A 2-augmentation centered at a vertex v is an augmentation containing at most two edges in E \ M, which are incident either to v or to the vertex matched to v. If no 2-augmentations with positive gain exist for a matching M, then that matching is guaranteed [Drake and Hougardy 2003b, Theorem 1] to have weight at least 2 3 of the maximum possible. We implemented the algorithm as indicated in Pettie and Sanders [2004] , using the columns returned by FindHeavyUnmatchedNeighbors() as neighborhoods in which we search for 2-augmentations. The gains are calculated using the scores as determined by FindHeavyUnmatchedNeighbors() and may therefore be approximate. We use four ROMA rounds and start with a matching generated by PGA. We denote this algorithm by ROMA. 
NEIGHBOR-FINDING FUNCTIONS
Matrices that possess dense rows slow down Mondriaan significantly. To be able to effectively deal with such matrices, we consider the neighbor-finding problem from the perspective of the matrix rows, instead of the columns. We partition the set of all columns {1, . . . , n} into disjoint ranges that contain at least a fixed number of N ≥ 2 columns, such that all pairs of columns in a specific range are guaranteed to have a certain minimum inner product. Thus, the inner product of a range is a lower bound on all the mutual inner products of matrix columns in that range. To visualize this process, we can think of these ranges as sorted by their inner product, forming a stairway. This provides us with a fast Stairway heuristic for FindHeavyUnmatchedNeighbors(), which is outlined in Algorithm 4. We take a minimum range size of N = 2 such that each column has at least one other matching candidate (odd-length ranges, however, may occur).
ALGORITHM 4: Stairway implementation of FindHeavyUnmatchedNeighbors( j, μ, V, S).
Assumes that the stairway ranges for A have already been constructed (Algorithm 5) for N = 2. Data: Matrix A ∈ {0, 1} m×n , column index j, matching μ, empty set of neighbors V , and an array of scores S, set to zero. Construction of the stairway is illustrated in Figure 3 . We start with a single range containing all columns {1, . . . , n} of A with lower bound 0 (Figure 3(a) ). Then, we consider the first row with index set J 1 . All columns j, k ∈ J 1 share at least one row (namely, row 1), and therefore, a j , a k ≥ 1. So, we can move all columns in J 1 from {1, . . . , n} to a new range with lower bound 1. Next, we consider J 2 . All columns that are in both J 1 and J 2 share at least two rows, and therefore they can be moved to the range J 1 ∩ J 2 with lower bound 2. Both ranges in Figure 3(b) can have a nonempty intersection with J 2 and therefore both can be split, resulting in up to four ranges (Figure 3(c) ). We continue adding rows 3, 4, . . . , m and subdivide ranges until they contain N columns, moving columns that share a large number of rows up the stairway in the process.
To prevent the algorithm from terminating early because all columns are assigned to small ranges, we order the rows of A by decreasing number of nonzeros:
With this ordering, it may still happen early on that two large rows only share a small number of columns. We found that we could remedy this by only accepting intersections of a range r ⊆ {1, . . . , n} and row i with probability |r ∩ J i |/ min{|r|, |J i |}.
The details of this procedure are described in Algorithm 5. Here, we generate a partitioning of all columns {1, . . . , n} into disjoint ranges by assigning an index to each column, stored in the range array, such that columns belong to the same range if and only if they have the same index. We keep track of the number of columns in each range, stored in the size array, as well as the lower bound on the inner products between all pairs of columns in the same range, stored in the ip array. We denote the number of ranges by R.
In Algorithm 5, we start out with a single range, with index 1, that contains all columns of A. Suppose that at some stage we process row i with column indices J i . Algorithm 5 first determines the indices in V of all ranges that have a nonempty intersection with row i and stores the size of these intersections in the array intersect. To prevent adding the same range twice to V , we use the visited array. Then, each visited range r ∈ V either remains intact or is split into two ranges.
Suppose r ∈ V needs to be split. This means that we have to create two new ranges, one containing intersect [r] columns and one containing size[r] − intersect [r] columns. The latter can overwrite r, so that we only need to create one new range, which is done using the child array. Initially, all indices in the child array are set to 0, indicating that no ranges need to be split. To indicate that we want to move the intersect [r] columns shared by r and row i into a new range, we set child [r] to the index of this new range. After doing this for all r ∈ V , we move all columns j ∈ J i to the new ranges child [range[ j] ], provided this value is not equal to zero, by modifying range [ j] . Note that the maximum number of ranges is equal to n, because all ranges need to be disjoint and nonempty.
The advantage of Algorithm 5 is that it can generate the stairs in O(nz + m+ n) time and using O(nz + m+ n) storage, which makes Stairway very fast and not susceptible to slowdowns because of nearly dense rows in A. Note that Algorithm 5 only needs to be called once for the entire ATAM algorithm. However, the quality of Stairway (see Table II and Figure 4) is not very good compared to Mondriaan.
It was pointed out to us that Algorithm 5 is very similar to the supervariable algorithm [Duff and Reid 1996 , Section 2.5] applied to A T . Indeed, we can determine groups of columns that have exactly the same sets of row indices by choosing N = 1 and always splitting ranges instead of using randomization. In that sense, Algorithm 5 can be viewed as an adaptation of the supervariable algorithm to the ATAM problem.
To improve upon the quality, we combine the strengths of Stairway and Mondriaan into a new algorithm StairwayM (Algorithm 6). The main disadvantage of Stairway is that the algorithm often terminates before it can treat rows with a small number of nonzeros, while these rows can have a large influence on the column's inner products. The main disadvantage of Mondriaan is that the algorithm slows down when treating rows with a large number of nonzeros. This inspired us to split the matrix into top and bottom parts A t (rows i with |J i | ≤ N) and A b (rows i with |J i | > N), for a certain size parameter N, and treat A t with Mondriaan and A b with Stairway. Doing so is an improvement but has two disadvantages: (i) the set of neighboring columns that is constructed for the column under consideration can grow very quickly if the sparsity patterns of A t 's rows are disjoint, and (ii) rows with only slightly more than N nonzero elements are likely to be rejected for splitting ranges during Algorithm 5, as the minimum range size is N.
To remedy both issues, we continue considering rows a little longer (going from A t into A b ), as long as we do not discover too many new neighbors. This also requires us to only consider the first N nonzeros contained in rows i with |J i | > N, because otherwise StairwayM would experience the same slowdown caused by dense rows as Mondriaan. Note that this causes the scores S calculated by StairwayM to be approximations, not necessarily lower bounds, of the actual inner products, because the same row may be counted more than once. HeavyUnmatchedNeighbors( j, μ, V , S) . Assumes that the stairway ranges for A have already been constructed using Algorithm 5 for the given N. Data: Matrix A ∈ {0, 1} m×n , column index j, matching μ, empty set of neighbors V , and an array of scores S, set to zero. Result: A set of unmatched neighbors V of j, together with their scores S. V ← { up to N unmatched columns k = j in the same range as j }; foreach k ∈ V do S[k] ← the inner-product lower bound of the range of j; for rows i ∈ I j in order of increasing
StairwayM takes O(nz c N) time to construct a set of heavy unmatched neighbors for a given column j, which can offer significant benefits compared to Mondriaan's O(nz c nz r ) in the case of nearly dense rows. We use
which strikes a good balance between performance and quality (the second term was added to accommodate relatively dense matrices A).
MATRIX COLUMN ORDERING AND TIE BREAKING
The quality of the generated matchings can be improved by reordering the columns of A ∈ {0, 1} m×n . Suppose that we have two columns, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n, and that the |I j | and |I k | nonzeros in both these columns are randomly distributed over the m rows of A with uniform probability. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the probability that a ij = 0 equals |I j |/m and similarly the probability that a ik = 0 equals |I k |/m. Since the distribution of the nonzeros is independent for both columns, the probability that a ij = 0 and a ik = 0 equals |I j ||I k |/m 2 , independent of i. This means that the expected number of rows 1 ≤ i ≤ m that satisfy a ij a ik = 0 (i.e., the expected value of a j , a k ) equals
From Equation (10), we see that the expected inner product between two columns scales directly with the number of nonzeros contained in them. Therefore, ordering the columns of A by decreasing number of nonzeros (such that |I j | ≥ |I k | for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n) and matching the columns in this order is expected to yield the highest inner products. Even though this is no guarantee (see Equation (8)), improved quality is confirmed by the experiments performed in Section 8 (see the last panel of Figure 4) . Unless stated otherwise, we will order the columns of A by decreasing number of nonzeros.
The quality can also be improved by better tie breaking. Instead of returning an arbitrary best-scoring column k ∈ V , we return the best-scoring column k for which the number of nonzeros, |I k |, is smallest. By Equation (10), this is a sensible approach, because columns k with smaller |I k | have a smaller probability of reaching a higher inner product with columns other than the column j to be matched. This has a positive Fig. 4 . The obtained matching weight, as percentage of the weight of an optimal solution of ATAM, as a function of the fraction of instances with at least this matching weight, for all sparse matrices from the small-matrix test set and their transposes. In the upper-left panel, for instance, about 20% of the matrices have at least 90% of the optimal matching weight for the Greedy-Stairway method. The image at the bottom right illustrates the influence of processing the columns of A in natural order (unsorted) or by decreasing number of nonzeros (sorted); see Section 7. Note that the vertical range of the last two images, [0, 100] , is different from the vertical range of the other images, [90, 100] . effect on the matching quality, as can be seen in Table II for the tie-breaking (TB) variants.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have implemented the Greedy (Algorithm 2), PGA, GPA, and ROMA matching algorithms from Section 5 in C++, as well as the implementations Mondriaan (Algorithm 3), Stairway (Algorithm 4), and StairwayM (Algorithm 6) of FindHeavyUnmatchedNeighbors() used by these matching algorithms. An implementation of Mondriaan with different tie breaking, Section 7, has been included as MondriaanTB. In total, this gives us 16 combinations of matching algorithms and neighbor finders to investigate for ATAM. Recall that Greedy-Mondriaan is Mondriaan 3.11's ATAM algorithm. It is important for the partitionings generated by Mondriaan that the quality of the generated matchings is as good as possible for a wide variety of matrices. For each matrix A, the number of rows m, number of columns n, and number of nonzeros nz are given, as well as the (rounded) average number of nonzeros per row, the maximum number nz r per row, and the maximum number nz c per column.
The small-matrix test set consists of 1,681 matrices, of which the first 1,443 are consecutive, from the full list of 2,542 matrices available from Davis and Hu [2011] , ordered by their number of nonzeros (accessed March 6, 2012) . The number of rows and columns of these small matrices ranges from 1 to 129,164 and the number of nonzeros ranges from 1 to 714,241. Because of the Mondriaan matrix partitioning algorithm, which at each split chooses between row and column partitioning directions [Vastenhouw and Bisseling 2005] , we generate matchings for both A and A T for all matrices A in the small-matrix test set, as long as we can determine the weight of the optimal solution without running out of memory. We can determine this weight for 1,677 matrices without transposition (i.e., for A) and for 1,680 matrices with transposition (i.e., for A T ), resulting in 1,681 matrices for which we can find either optimal weight. The large-matrix test set (see Table I ) is drawn from a multitude of fields in scientific computing (cryptography, web search, information retrieval, circuit simulation, DNA electrophoresis, linear programming, etc.) and therefore provides a meaningful test set of real-world data. The test set consists of 10 matrices used in Bisseling et al. [2012] , together with the matrix rhpentium from Sandia National Laboratories.
In order to compare the performance of all 16 algorithms, we normalize, per matrix A, the obtained ATAM weights A (M) for matchings M by the upper bound (Equation (2)) to obtain a value between 0 and 1 as a dimensionless indicator of M's quality. Apart from this, we also use the LEMON 1.2.3 template graph library [Dezsö et al. 2011 ] to find the optimal solution to WGM for G(A) and normalize A (M) by the weight of this optimal solution. Unfortunately, the memory requirements of LEMON only permitted us to find optimal solutions for the small-matrix test set. The experiments were performed on an Intel Core i7 860 (2.8GHz) with 8GiB RAM and compiled using g++ 4.7.2. Table II compares all ATAM algorithms with respect to both quality measures. We generate a matching 10 times for every matrix, as Algorithms 5 and 6 generate different results with different random seeds, and average the normalized matching weights over these 10 runs. Recorded timing results are also averaged over 10 runs and include the time required to sort the rows and columns of the matrix.
To get a good impression of the quality of the 16 algorithms under consideration, we have plotted, in Figure 4 , the fraction of instances for which at least a certain fraction of the highest possible ATAM weight (as determined by LEMON) is obtained by the matching heuristic. The mean of all normalized ATAM weights can be found in Table II. The effect of ordering A's columns by decreasing number of nonzeros on the matching quality (Section 7) is investigated in the last panel of Figure 4 for Greedy-Mondriaan, where we find that the quality of the generated matchings is improved significantly. Since ordering the matrix columns can be done with an O(n + m) counting sort, doing so is an efficient way to increase matching quality. (This is also the default option in Mondriaan 3.11.) For the large-matrix test set, we have compared the different matching algorithms from Section 5 in Figure 5 , where we use Mondriaan neighbor finding. Here, we see that ROMA is quite slow compared to the other matching algorithms, while it does offer the best quality. Based on the results from Table II , we have compared the performance of a selection of ATAM algorithms in Figure 6 . GPA does not perform significantly better than PGA, which we suspect can be attributed to the fact that we do not process all edges in G(A) in order of descending weight, as mentioned in Section 5. Since PGA is faster than GPA, this makes PGA a more suitable matching algorithm for ATAM.
From Table II , we see that ROMA-MondriaanTB yields the best results, as was to be expected. However, in Figure 5 , we can see that the ROMA algorithm is very expensive to execute, because already matched columns can be reconsidered and hence may not be removed from the matrix. Therefore, for large matrices, the PGA-MondriaanTB combination with tie breaking as described in Section 7 is a better choice: the quality is significantly better than that of the original algorithm (Greedy-Mondriaan), it is guaranteed to be a 1 2 -approximation (while the original can yield arbitrarily bad results, Equation (8)), and it is only slightly slower than the original algorithm ( Figure 6 ).
The Stairway neighbor-finding heuristic performs quite badly, but this is improved significantly by using StairwayM: PGA-StairwayM offers slightly better quality than Greedy-Mondriaan according to Table II , while it is a lot faster for matrices with dense rows (such as rhpentium, c98a, stanford, tbdlinux, and stanfordberkeley), as shown in Figure 6 and Table I . On average, PGA-StairwayM is 5.3 times as fast as GreedyMondriaan for large matrices, with speedups as high as 19.6 for c98a. For the set of large matrices, the quality of PGA-StairwayM is 2% better, on average, than that of Greedy-Mondriaan.
We implemented PGA-StairwayM and PGA-MondriaanTB in version 4.0 of the Mondriaan matrix partitioner and compared the partitioning performance of Mondriaan 4.0 with that of Mondriaan 3.11, which uses the Greedy-Mondriaan heuristic. To enable proper comparison, both the old and the new heuristics are tested within the new version 4.0 of the Mondriaan package. The communication volume (Equation (3)) for partitionings of matrices from the large-matrix test set into two parts with an imbalance of = 0.03 is shown in Table III for the row-net hypergraph model (see Problem 1.3 in Section 1) and in Table IV for the medium-grain hypergraph method. The mediumgrain hypergraph method (see Pelt and Bisseling [2014] ) was included because it offers ) of a selection of ATAM algorithms, for the large-matrix test set. lower communication volumes than the row-net model by partitioning both rows and columns; it is also the default method used for Mondriaan 4.0.
Comparing Figure 6 with Tables III and IV yields a number of surprising results. First, note the 2.4 times higher communication volume of PGA-StairwayM for rhpentium in Table IV , which is unexpected given the nearly equal quality displayed in Figure 6 . This difference in quality can be explained by the fact that the medium-grain method reduces the number of dense matrix rows and columns (see Pelt and Bisseling [2014] ). Doing so significantly reduces communication volume but also reduces the effectiveness of the PGA-StairwayM heuristic. For the row-net hypergraph model, the communication volume of PGA-StairwayM for rhpentium in Table III is indeed lower than for Mondriaan 3.11. Second, PGA-StairwayM is only 3.5 times faster than Greedy-Mondriaan for c98a in Table III , instead of the 19.6 times speedup in Figure 6 . This is due to the fact that for c98a, the Mondriaan partitioner spends a relatively small amount of time on matching, compared to the refinement of partitionings (whereas, for rhpentium, the majority of the time is spent on matching).
Note, however, that using PGA-MondriaanTB results in partitionings with a lower communication volume overall, compared with Greedy-Mondriaan, at the expense of a longer partitioning time. This is in line with the results from Table II . The combination PGA-MondriaanTB has, therefore, been made the default in version 4.0 of the Mondriaan package.
PGA-StairwayM solves the large problem wikipedia-20051105 in 13 minutes instead of 162 minutes (i.e., about 12 times faster), making partitioning practically feasible, at a modest 3% increase in communication volume. However, this heuristic can sometimes give relatively bad results (see cre_b with 67% extra communication), but it may be the method to choose when computing times would become intractable otherwise.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we have introduced the column intersection graph or A T A-matching problem ATAM in the context of matrix partitioning and established the relation of this problem to weighted graph matching. We have performed an investigation of 16 different algorithms to solve ATAM on a large set of real-world matrices and found a solution algorithm for ATAM that combines PGA' graph matching with Mondriaan's exact neighbor finding, which increases the quality of the generated matchings in the Mondriaan matrix partitioner and is guaranteed to be a 1 2 -approximation. Apart from an algorithm offering improved quality, we also provided a combined stairway/Mondriaan heuristic that in practice offers slightly better quality than Mondriaan's current ATAM algorithm, at much higher speed for matrices that possess dense rows: we attained speedups of up to 19.6 for the sparse test matrix c98a. We furthermore implemented both algorithms in the Mondriaan 4 matrix partitioner and showed that they indeed can be used to improve partitioning quality or reduce computation time.
